
Always-on

Hot-swappable pixel cards mean you 
can replace without having to turn 
the display off.

Unmatched LED Reliability

The Multi-Color™ LEDs used in the FA 
Series are engineered to reduce the risk 
of common LED failures, ensuring your 
display is always at its best.

FA displays deliver all the high-quality benefits and services you expect from NEC,  
from attention-grabbing brightness and contrast to ease of maintenance, including:

You don’t have to sacrifice quality for continuity; NEC’s FA series delivers 
all the brightness, clarity, contrast and color you need, with the high 
performance your business demands.

Whether you’re running an air traffic control room or a corporate lobby where 
24/7 display is critical, you can’t afford downtime. NEC’s FA Series of dvLED 
displays is designed specifically to give you that high performance you’re 
looking for, in an indoor setting.

WHEN THERE’S NO TIME FOR 
DOWNTIME, NEC’S FA SERIES HAS 
THE DISPLAY YOU NEED.

NEC’s FA series delivers a high-performance, crystal-clear visual 
experience for even the most demanding applications. And with 
six pixel pitch options to choose from, you can get the ultimate, 
always-on viewing experience at your preferred viewing 
distance. From auditoriums to airports, there’s a solution that 
will integrate perfectly. 

Give your content the display it 
deserves with NEC’s FA series

Installation included

All FA screens include installation by 
NEC experts, or certified NEC resellers, 
to ensure you get maximum benefit 
from your design and investment.



In addition to 24/7 high performance, your organization can make a splash with high-visibility video:

Easy-to-scale, bezel-free display.

Exceptional brightness and contrast, even in bright conditions, with up to 1200 cd/m² and a contrast ratio of up to 7,000:1. 

Improved Multi-Color LED performance for better contrast, uniformity, viewing angles and brightness.

Refresh rate of up to 3840Hz for the ultimate image quality.

High flexibility — front-serviceable design enables installation in locations where backyards can’t be secured.

Easy upgrades for future-proof investment: It’s easy to upgrade a 3.8 mm display to a finer pixel pitch  
by simply upgrading the card, instead of having to reinvest in a new wall-mounting structure.

SuperBlack high-contrast model available for improved clarity and contrast needed in broadcast environments.

Make a real splash with NEC’s FA Series of dvLED displays

Learn how Sharp/NEC gives you the display you deserve.

www.sharpnecdisplays.us

YOUR VISION IS LIMITLESS.

For businesses with high-performance needs, FA builds on  
the quality of NEC’s FE series with exceptional reliability:

Built-in redundancy protection

Data and power redundancy built into 
each module to ensure there is always 
an image on the screen, minimizing 
downtime. 

Genuine ease of maintenance

Front access and easy-to-replace pixel 
cards reduce maintenance overhead 
and time. 

SKU Pixel Pitch Application
LED-FA009i2 0.95mm pixel pitch UHD Applications

LED-FA012i2 1.2 mm pixel pitch e.g., boardroom

LED-FA015i2 1.5mm pixel pitch e.g., medium meeting room

LED-FA019i2 1.9mm pixel pitch e.g., corporate entrance

LED-FA025i2 2.5mm pixel pitch e.g., showroom

LED-FA031i2 3.1mm pixel pitch e.g., control room

LED-FA038i2 3.8mm pixel pitch e.g., airport large screen

Installation included

All FA screens include installation by 
Sharp/NEC experts, or certified  
Sharp/NEC resellers, to ensure you get 
maximum benefit from your design and 
investment.


